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Students say yes to BCSF,NUS 
I CARE co-ordinator, Barb Bowmar [with program to observers to observers and tutors at 
book] outlines Douglas College's adult literacy the project 's first tutor training workshop, jan. 
13. 
Surrey proposes separation 
by Kelly Champion 
Surrey student council 
ting held last Friday, had 
results and raised a lot 
Fashion Design Club 
asked for $1500 for an annual 
fashion show, that will involve 
students from both Richmond 
and Surrey campuses. Graphic 
students and interior design 
students will also participate. 
There was a large turnout by 
the Fashion Design students to 
help support their spokes-
person, unlike the nursing 
students, who didn't even send 
a spokesperson. 
The nursing students had 
sent a letter to the council 
requesting $1200 for their 
graduation ceremonies. 
The Interior Design students 
asked for $1200 for a seven-day 
field trip to California for 12 of 
their students. 
Dave ] ohnston, former DC 
president, also asked for 
money. 'Since money is being 
given away, I'lltake some! he 
said. 
Despite all the requests, no 
definite budget was set. 
The Surrey council ·will be 
.deciding on a budget later this 
week and it may total from 
$5,000 to $6,000. 
The council has tentatively 
given away about $2,700 and if 
the nursing students request is 
approved at the next meeting, 
.the figure may go up to $4,700. 
The council themselves have 
not yet formulated their own 
spending costs. 
Staff contract settled 
by Rob Guzyk 
A tentative new contract 
has been reached 
Douglas College and 
College's support staff. 
council ratified the 
t at a special meeting 
d last Tuesday , according to 
rector of personnel Leo 
representative and 
negotiating spokesperson Linda 
aker said the bargaining 
ittee and the Local 62 
utive have recommended 
1acce1J[ance of the new contract. 
The contract includes a retro-
active increase of $80 a month 
each employee in the first 
and an 8. 3 per cent COLA 
., ... ,, ... u,., ... in the second year. 
the union's concern over casual 
or auxiliary employees . 
'The union was concerned 
about auxiliary employees in 
long term situations not 
receiving appropriate unwn 
benefits , ' said Baker. 
She said , 'We got an agree-
ment that part-time employees 
working a minimum of twenty 
hours a week and working a 
minimum of eight months 
would now become regular 
employees and receive appro-
priate benefits .' 
Other issues resolved in the 
contract include: 
• improved dental plan . 
• paternity leave. If a wife 
wants to work , the husband will 
be able to take a six month 
leave of absense, without pay, 
to spend with the new baby. 
• training fund . Staff will have 
access to funds for workshops 
or seminars that are related to 
the · 
• employee work loads. As 
Douglas College grows, work 
load for Douglas College 
employees will not increase . 
• personal duties . Secretarial 
and clerical staff will not be 
required to do personal work for 
supervisory staff. 
Student assistant wages will 
also be increased . 
'We managed an increase of 
twenty-five cents in the first 
year and twenty-five cents in 
the second year for student 
assistants , ' Baker saicl 
She added , 'Local 62 does 
not represent student assistants 
in the bargaining unit, 
however , the union has an 
obligation to people who are not 
1represented.' Earlier this year, support-
staff strikes have closed Selkirk 
College and Dalhousie Univer-
sity . SFU is presently 
experiencing shut-downs due to 
· staff strikes . 
by Keith Baldrey 
Douglas College students in 
last week's referendum voted 
overwhelmingly in favour of 
retaining their membership in 
the BC Students Federation and 
the National Union ofStudents . 
Students voted almost 2-1 in 
favour of the organizations . 
ThevoteonBCSFwas 362-148; 
while the NUS tally was 
340-166. 
tiCSFandNUSstaffpersons, 
who directed a referendum 
campaign at the college , were 
naturally pleased with the 
vote's outcome. 
] ean Bennett, BCSF chair-
person, said the vote 'gives 
credibility to the provincial 
organization when dealing with 
the government . ' 
NUS conferences to support the 
fight against cutbacks and 
financial barriers in education. 
The voter turnout for the. 
referendum was the largest 
ever at DC for any vote 
concerning students . 
All campuses except Coquit-
lam supported the organi-
zations. Most of the support 
came from the New Westmin-
ster and Richmond campuses , 
both of which voted almost 5-1 
in favour . 
NUS received only two votes 
in Coquitlam, while BCSF won 
six votes . Almost 40 people 
voted against both organt-
zations . 
Surrey campus, where the 
referendum was initiated and 
where most of the anti-BCSF 
'and NUS population is, also 
Staffperson ] ohn Doherty voted in favour of the student 
added, 'The vote shows that . unwns . 
students see the need for a Newly-elected Surrey chair-
provincial organization, parti- person Rick Bennett was not too 
cularly in terms of fighting happy with the outcome, but 
cutbacks . ' said it didn't really matter 
DC student president Tom anyway. 
Styffe, who refused to say how 'Personnally, I wanted it (the 
he voted, said he was also referendum) to fail,' he said . 
pleased with the outcome. 'But I don't think it'll make 
'l'm glad for the strong much difference. BCSF and· 
mandate that I didn't have NUS didn't really have much 
before,' he said. Styffe also effect on DC anyway.' 
added that it would be easier For a complete campus vote 
for DC delegates at BCSF and breakdown, turn to page 3. 
AUCE strikes SFU again 
Burnaby (CUP) Staff at the 
SFU library and bookstore 
staged a 24-hour walk-out 
Monday. 
The job action follows a 
motion passed last week by 
union members granting the 
for the first and · second year of 
their contract respectively. 
The library closed for two 
hours earlier while the main 
bookstore kept regular hours. 
The bookstore annex, which 
sells course texts, was closed. 
executive power to call a 24 Management personnel filled 
hour strike at their descretion. jobs vacated by striking AUCE 
The union, the Association of members as they have since the 
University and College university began a series of 
employees (AUCE) Local 2, rotating strikes in December. 
broke off negotiations with the 'Middle management is 
university February 2nd before getting tired. If they stand up 
any agreement had been for their rights - like no more 
reached. overtime - maybe they will put 
union strike co-ordinator ~ressur~ on su.art (administra-
Gary Harris said the strike was tl~n vtce-prestdent) ,' Harris 
II d . 'T h satd. ca e m an attempt o get t e 
university back to the bar- ' ---1 inside·--... 
gaining table with a reasonable 
offer.' 
According to an AUCE memo 
circulated throughout the uni-
versity , the administration 
would not discuss non-mone-
tary items until AUCE agreed 
to accept their wage offer of a 
six per cent increase over two 
years . 
Extended health benefits and 
contracting out were not dis-
cussed because AUCE refused 
the wage offer and th~ third 
item, vacation scheduling was 
rejected . 
AUCE . is aemanding a four 
and six per cent wage increase 
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Meliorist folds under pressure 
--- J ' - -
- · LETHBRIDGE (CUP) -- The representatives from the resi-
staff of the Meliorist, the dence association, the support 
student paper at the University staff and student body at large. 
of Lethbridge, have decided to Plawiuk said in the fall there 
quit publication of the paper had been a great deal of 
until negotiations with the stu- sentiment for some sort of 
dent union concerning the pa- confrontation with the student 
per's autonomy are completed. union but now he says: "Most 
11le 
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EDITORIAL 
Good-bye, attd all that 
Staff layoffs, nrw hours for the cafetrria, 
course reductions, rultion increases, univer· 
saty deficits, phasr two. nrw faculty, a 
possablr managrmrnt ans faculty, and thr 
usual nrwspaprr litrrati arr what The Mdio-
rist has rrponed in thr last year. For f I 
years thr Umversity of Lethbridge has had 
a studenr-run newspaper. The pJper has had 
its ups and downs. In the last four years, 
since getting ty~ing equipment, it has 
been looking up . 
.tbout thr Mdiorist Publishing Board, our 
funds, and how thr staff oprratrs wrrr 
also brought up. Fair rnough, but becausr 
council would not dral with thr paper as 
a lrgitimatr and imponant vrhiclr of news 
and opinion th~ Mdiorist staff wrrc 
placed on the defensive. Thr staff rrsponded 
with solidarity to thr freezing of its funds, 
the abolition of thr Meliorist board and 
the fraudulent rdrrrndum on fers. • 
But as fall wore on into winter wr began 
10 sre that draling with council was like 
beating one's hrad against the proverbial 
wall . Prople can become disillusionrd and 
burnt out. 
rrasons that "enough was enough." Of 15 
people from last fall fivr rrmainrd to do thr 
work. And rvrn thrsr fivr wrrr only 
willing to work on a limited number of 
issues of thr paper. 
Wr belicvr that this university needs an 
autonomous student nrwspaprr_ Thr actions 
of thr council havr madr this point rvrn 
drarrr. Wr feel that consi<)rring thr attitudrs 
of both panirs involved in this disputr, 
rral bargaining in good faith anCJ dfraivr 
negotiation cannot br carried out by rithrr 
sidr without the arbitration and conciliation 
of a third parry. 
We feel we havr donr a crrdible job, 
being volunreers; and many proplr wall 
agree that The Meliorist was looking good 
and the copy was readable. To this rnd a special meeting of aaivr 
staff decidrd to call for a CUP invrstigation 
commission to consider the actions of both 
paper and council in thrir disputr, and to 
rrcornmrnd a coursr of action for srtting 
up guiddinrs for any futurr paper that -
will guarantee both autonomy of Thr 
Mdiorist and its rrsponsibiliry to thr student 
body. 
But at is time to say good-bye to all that 
which as difficult_ Obituaries and eulogies 
arr nevrr rasy, rspecaally whrn your exprc-
tanortq~for and good health. 
At thr Canadian Univrrsity Press (CUP) 
national confrrence in Edmonton during 
the Christmas brrak staff ddegates rrquesred 
and received thr unanimous suppon of 
studrnt papers from thr prairir provincrs 
for Mdiorist effons to re-gain funding 
Jn, 
ll~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~~outacaans as and some srmblance of autonomy. When we 
I• returnrd this srmrster the majority of thr 
staff had decided for personal and political Continurd on pagr 2. 
Take advantage 
of your youth 
Take off and explore the Europe you long to see. Come and go as you please through 
15 countries of. Western Europe w1th a EURAIL YOUTHPA.SS- two months unlimited 2nd 
class train travel for anyone under age 26. 
Savour the adventure of roaming the continent with perfect freedom to set your own 
pace. and write your own ticket Sit back and see more of what you came for- the countryside. 
the culture. the history and the people- fro_m city centre to city centre. in comfort. on time. 
and· inexpensively $312 gives you unlimited mileage for two months. plus access to free or 
reduced fares on many ferries. steamers and buses all across Europe_ You can't buy a 
EURAIL YOUTH PASS in Europe; you must buy it here before you go 
EURAIL YOUTHPASS-take advantage of a bargain while you're still in the running 
!Price quoted is Canadian funds and subject to change without notice) 
-------------------------, ( Ask your travel agent for details or write: EURAILPASS, Box 2199, I 
1 Toronto, ontario, MSW 1H1. I 
I Name: 1 
I Address: 1 
I City: Prov: PL I 
l EURAILPASS : 
1 see Europe for Less. 1 
AUSTRIA • BELGIUM • DENMARK • FINLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • GREECE • HOLLAND • ITALY • LUXEMBOURG 
NORWAY • PORTUGAL • SPAIN • SWEDEN • SWITZERLAND 
To order Immediately send complete form with date of birth, passport number and 
certified cheque ($312.00) payable to C.U.T.S. and mail to: 
CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES TRAVEL SERVICE LTD., 
Room lOOP (S.U.B.) U.B.C. Vancouver, 224-0111, V6T 1W5 
In a motion passed at a recent of us are just too burnt out''. He 
staff meeting, the decision was said on Friday the paper will 
made to call for a commission of publish its last issue with a 
investigation to be conducted front-page editorial explaining 
by Canadian University Press, a why they are taking this 
news service to which the Plawiuk also said the 
Meliorist is a member. with the student union had 
Staff member Eugene Pia- to a loss of more than three 
whik saia the ~~a~ members quarters of the staff since most 
were utterly demoraltzed by the of them did not have the energy 
negotiations ~ith the st1;1dent to put out a paper, deal with the 
union concernmg the fundmg of actions of the student union and 
tpe paper. Originally the Me-lio- keep up with their school work. 
rist was to receive $3.50 per The staff are also asking that 
student, but the student union the $20,000 that the student 
withheld that money in the fall. union has of the Meliorists be 
The student union decide~ to put in a trust fund to be 
hold a referendum on fundmg controlled by CUP. He said the 
but Plawiuk claims they did not student union is in a deficit 
consult with the paper's staff position and he was afraid they 
over the wording of the motion. would spend the money thm 
So the referendum failed to could be the Meliorist's. 
achieve quorum. CUP National President John 
Since then Plawiuk says the Wilson said in Ottawa the 
students' union had un~onsti- executive would take the Melio-
tutionally dissolved the Meli- rist request under serious con-
orist's publishing board on sideration, but would seek 
which there were representa- other ways of mediating the 
rives from both the paper and dispute before calling an in-
the student union, along with vestigation commission. 
Trial for student 
journalists delayed 
fORCNTO (CUP) -The trial of 
two Ontario student journalists 
~barged with illicitly obtaining 
an age of majority card for a 
story exposing poor governm-
ent controls governing the issu-
ing of cards may be delayed for 
several weeks. 
Janice Bell and Carny Perry, 
editor and news editor of the 
Oblique Times at Seneca Col-
lege were told by police Dec. 15 
that they would be charged 
under a section of the Ontario 
Liquor Licensing Act with ob-
taining an age of majority card 
through fraudulent means. 
However a court officer 
informed Bell Jan. 29 that a 3-4 
month backlog of court cases 
could delay them coming to trial 
for an undetermined period of 
time. The officer told them they 
would be sent a court summons 
whenever possible, through the 
mail. 
But Bell said she felt the 
authorities were stalling, hop-
ing to hold the trial during the 
summer when most students 
you g 
an alcoholic at home or at 
? Douglas College is spon-
a ten-week course, spe-
designec! to help you 
effectively with an alco-
Titled, Introduction to Alco-
, the course will include 
, discussions, films, 
speakers, students as-
m,1~~'j""'""'-" and presentations. 
of the topics which will 
discussed during the course 
causes of alcoholism, 
of treatment oc-
are away from classes, denying 
the pair any opportunity of 
mobilizing support. 
''They (the Liquor Licensing 
\Board of Ontario (doesn't want 
ItO give us any publicity,'' she 
~aid. 
In December Perry, age 18, 
obtained an age of majority 
card using Bell's identification. 
The cards show the bearer to be 
at least 19, the minimum age a 
person can be served alcohol in 
Or.tario. However Perry re-
turned the card immediately 
and wrote a story on the 
bee. 7 issue of the paper. 
The maximum penalt-; for 
each conviction is a $10,000 fine 
.or one year in jail. 
Bell said when they do get to 
court they will probably plead 
not guilty, which means a 
further delay until the · 
sets a trial date. 
The court officer agreed to 
look into arranging an earlier 
date, Bell said, but admitted 
the chance of doing so was not 
good. 
course been 
cared 10 RSW credits and 
fee is $20. 
Classes will be held 
Tuesday from 7:30 prri to 9: 
pm at New Westminster :,e·con-~!!1 
dary School, 8th Ave and 
St., New Westminster, 
Jan. 3-0. For further 
information call Admissions 
Douglas College, 588-6404. 
cupational alcoholism -
able programs, family 
mics and the treatment 
and occupational alcoholism 
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Gabfest airs for 
the first time 
by Gazl HamS. 
CBC is producing an experi-
mental series of five half-hour 
broadcasts entitled 'People 
Talking Back', giving Cana-
dians an opportunity to voice 
their opinions and hear other 
people's ideas. 
Nest Sunday (February 18) is 
the first broadcast, titled 'So 
We're Different'. It will be 
directed toward evoking 
opinions from and about our 
puiuui·~ {I and ethnic diversi-
ties in Canada. 
Other titles will be: 'Let's 
Get It Straight', 'Winners or 
Losers?, 'Canadians at Work' 
and 'Where Do We Go From 
Here?'. 
It's concept is to bring forth 
citizen groups, students, ethnic 
groups and all people; create 
interest through documented 
information; and stimulate 
discussion of the given issue. 
Then, by telephone, an ex-
change of opinions will flow 
from coast to coast. 
'Coast to coast' may sound a 
bit out of reach for an 
immediate coherence of nation-
wide opinions and initially a bit 
futile ... mais, c'est ne fail rien. 
The major importance, relative 
to each person as an individual, 
and how they personally will 
benefit, lies in the participation 
of local group discussions. 
People are needed tor a 
at Douglas College. 
People Talking Back will gladly 
listen to whatever untraistic, 
cyntcal, phyletic, mordacious, 
pragmatic or great rationale 
you possess through the dis-
cussion results of your group. 
This is the first time any 
attempt has been made at a 
nationwide publicized feedback 
from community groups and 
from individuals who formed 
groups solely for the issue's 
discussion. 
At last the folks who sit in 
mmtstry and government 
positions will actually hear what 
'the people' have to say. Have 
you made any government de-
cisions lately? Do they know 1 
you feel? Other than municipal 
elections there is actually very 
little in which we have a say. 
Even then, the vast majority of 
people do not even know or 
understand the issues at stake 
before an election. Are you 
always aware of each party's 
policies? 
That's where a discussion 
situation is advantageous. The 
issues are presented and all 
sides can be manipulated, 
yielding an objective outcome. 
So, here we're going to have 
thousands of people speaking 
their view. A workable 
number? Maybe someone will 
be able to coalesce the derived 
info and make something of it. 
To find a group contact: 
Jim Gillies 
(Adult Edcucation -
Surrey Campus) 
588-4411local222 
Trailer A8 (Surrey) 
Canada becoming 
more racist 
OTTAWA (CUP) - Canada's 
past is filled with examples of 
"blatant racism" and the situa-
tion is much the same today, 
according to York university 
anthropologist Frances Henry. 
Dr. Frances Henry, a visiting 
professor at Carleton this year, 
said it's a fallacy to believe 
racism does not exist in Cana-
da. 
"It's a commonly held myth 
that Canada is prejudice free,'' 
she said in a public lecture at 
Carleton Jan. 17. 
"We haven't had the burn-
and rioting that the United 
has experienced, but 
that doesn't mean there's no 
racism in Canada." 
She warned a group of Carle-
ton students, many Canadians 
must change their attitudes 
toward non-white p~ople or 
serious problems are in store. 
Henry, the author of a report 
on racism in Toronto, said a 
survey she conducted in 1976 
showed 16 per cent of the 617 
white Torontonians sampled 
can be considered ''extremely 
racist". She added 35 per cent 
''incline towards some degree 
of racism". 
Although the survey was 
conducted in Toronto, Henry 
said the results can be applied 
across Canada, especially in 
· such as Vancouver and 
Montreal. 
She said the recent surfacing 
of racial incidents in major 
Canadian cities can be attribut-
ed to the increased number of 
non-white Canadian immi-
grants combined with Canada's 
poor economic condition. 
''Some white Canadians be-
lieve non-white immigrants are 
likely to be unemployed or on 
welfare, but these claims are 
not true," said Henry. 
"Most immigrants, black or 
white, are educated, skilled 
people and their level of un-
employment is no higher than 
the rest of the population." 
She called racism a "strate-
gy to maintain a dominant 
white status in today' s society" 
and said it results from a lack of 
information about the cultures 
of non-white people. 
''The pattern in Canada 1s 
very similar to the pattern that 
developed iri Great Britain 10 or 
12 years ago," she said. "In my 
opinion the situation in the 
large urban centres is serious 
enough to warrant very careful 
attention. 
"My own view of the situat· 
ion is quite pessimisti~." said 
Henry. ''Things are going to 
get much worse before they get 
better." 
The Other Press 
Czech brother caught in the act of phoning a crazy 
Canadian fox. Yrgi also phoned "People Talking Back, " to 
talk to wzld and crazy Eastern foxes. 
Page 3 
Surrey 
elections 
Last Friday, four new repre-
sentatives were elected to the 
Surrey student council. 
The new reps are F awzia 
J eraj, a second semester ac-
counting student; Yvonne Van-
ens, a first year journalism 
student; Jim Fisher, a criminol-
ogy student; and Phil Ream-
bealt, a fourth semester graph-
ics student. 
The new representatives will 
be joining Bob Jensen, the only 
remaining rep from last sem-
ester. 
There were seven candidates 
for the four council positions. 
John Stegar, Jan Termehr and 
rnlin Crouter were defeated. 
This election marked the 
largest voter turnout ever be-
fore at Surrey campus. There 
was also a noticeable difference 
this election with seven can-
didates running, when last 
semester two positions were 
never filled. 
NUS loses at Manitoba 
A Winnipeg (CUP) - students 
at the University of Manitoba 
voted 2195 to (578) against 
joining the National Union of 
Students in a referendum that 
was held here last week. 
NUS executive secretary Pat-
ty Gibson said she did not think 
the loss was a big setback for 
the organization, although she 
did feel it would have been 
good for both NUS and the U of 
M students if the referendum 
had passed. 
Gibson attributed part of the 
loss to the fact that the referen-
dum campaign was perceived 
manv oeoole to have been run 
solely by outsiders. She said 
NUS· would learn from the 
defeat that "a successful cam-
~n must come trom local 
students on the campus who 
believe that students need a 
voice at the national level'' . 
Gibson said she did not think 
:he defeat had serious implica-
tions for the upcoming referen-
:ium at the University of Alber-
ta since it was her understand-
ing that "people at the U of A 
want a referendum. Certain 
councillors there are committed 
to working at a national level.'' 
The U of M has never been a 
member of the National Union 
of Students, although both the 
University of Winnipeg and 
Brandon University are mem-
bers . 
Several students put together 
and anti-campaign which in-
cluded a great deal of informa-
tion that was later found to be 
inaccurate or misleading. One 
of their posters was a collage of 
newspaper headlines concern-
ing referendums NUS had lost. 
After the poster had been put 
up it was discovered that one of 
had been totally unrelated to 
NUS while in other causes 
campuses which were listed as 
rejecting NUS have since be-
:::ome members. 
Gibson said she did not think 
NUS would attempt to run a 
referendum on the campus until 
there was a demand for a 
campaign from local campus 
leaders. She s-aid NUS would 
still continue to provide infor-
mation and help in organizing 
students around the issues that 
affect them nationally. 
She hoped the referendum 
helped in bringing the major 
issues facing students to the 
fore . In particular she said she 
hoped students had become 
more aware of the problems of 
student unemployment. ''There 
is consistently inadequate job 
creation programs from all 
levels of government. Also 
the referendums referred to 
there is high levels of 
·unemployment, graduate 
~mployment and graduate un-
deremployment.'' 
As well Gibson said NUS is 
involved to some degree in the 
government's plans to draw up 
a new student aid program. 
Many of the traditional ar-
guments against NUS - that 
education is a provincial con-
cern, that the organization is too 
political - wer'e not brought up. 
Instead the opposition keyed in 
on the idea that the fee of a 
dollar a student was too expen-
sive. Many observers feel the 
referendum's chances were 
hurt by the fact that in Novem-
ber the students passed a 
referendum that would increase 
student fees by three dollars a 
student to provide funding from 
for a new sports complex. 
Vote breakdown 
BCSF NUS 
Maple Ridge yes 25 25 
no 0 0 
Langley yes 6 5 
no 0 I 
New Westminster yes 151 144 
no 22 29 
Agnes Street yes 21 20 
no 2 0 
Coquitlam yes 6 2 
no 36 40 
Surrey yes 95 91 
no 79 84 
Last Sunday night, the Canadian public was treated to 
something that was a unique and progressive experiment in 
Canadian television. This was the introductory series on 
"People Talking Back." · 
To some people, it may have seemed as a feeble attempt 
by the CBC to compete with the American networks . To 
others it may have appeared as an attempt at giving 
Canadians across the country the chance to express their 
opinions among fellow Canadians. But no one can deny this; 
it allowed Canadians to express their opinions openly on any 
topic to a nation faced with multiple problems. 
Although plagued by technical problems, the three hour 
program generated some interesting comments that repre-
sented a sampling of what the "average" Canadian had to 
say. Unemployment, the shaky economy, and the Canadian 
"identity" were discussed. 
Not surprisingly, other regions besides Quebec had a lot to 
say about feeling neglected or ignored by Ottawa. 
One interesting aspect of the program was the attempt to 
define what distinguishes a Canadian from a non-Canadian. 
It wasn't easy. 
Some people felt we were "different", although the 
difference could not be explained, while others dismissed us 
as simply a colony of the U.S. At first phone-in comments 
tended to be pessimistic and negative, but as the show 
continued, comments started to change and become more 
optimistic. 
It could have been that Canadians were tired of hearing the 
same old criticisms and wanted to look for possible solutions. 
Or maybe it was that even with all the problems facing 
Canadians, there is a lot to be said for a country faced with 
cultural and geographical barriers. 
IN any case, a lot of Canadians · simply walked up to the 
microphone and proclaimed Canada the greatest, freest 
nation in the world. Others seemed less patriotic and less 
enthused with the nation. 
While this television program seemed very experimental, 
it was a positive step towards returning to the spontaneity of 
live television. It was live, honest, and provided some 
Canadians . with one thing that has suffered considerably 
since the introduction of t~levision; simply person-to-person 
conversation. 
And while it did have its faults, it certainly managed to 
create some interesting debates among the Edmonton 
audience. For example, one "futurist" called for Canadians 
to sacrifice three years of their life for the good of the 
economy and at the same time, one lady criticized him for 
being over-simplistic. 
So it goes. 
Although the program allowed considerable time to the 
have-not provinces and regions, it was a slap-in-the-face to 
the Quebec people who were allotted only six minutes out of 
the total three hours. Surely the Quebec referendum should 
have been on the minds of many Quebecers and Canadians. 
One encouraging move was to hold this show outside of 
Toronto and in Edmonton to illustrate that the be-ali and 
end-all of Canada is not in Southern Ontario. 
Although the program had its set-backs and problems it 
promises to be a potentially interesting and enlightening 
series. All the public and the CBC have to do now is give it a 
chance and time to develop. 
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Disco kills 
(ZNS-CUP) -- The widespread 
popularity of disco dancing is 
allegedly resulting in a rash of 
ailments which are disabling 
thousands of disco patrons. 
A growing number of podia-
trists have expressed concern 
about the possibility of perma-
nent foot damage suffered by 
women who frequent discos. 
According to those foot specia-
lists, many women run the risk 
of chronic foot problems be-
cause they insist on wearing 
platform shoes or spiked heels 
while dancing. 
Other medical authorities 
have expressed concern about 
the possibility of hearing da-
mage by disco-goers because of 
the e::ICcessive noise levels at 
many clubs. Disco D-]'s as well 
as patrons have suffered long-
term hearing loss, an ailment 
widely referred to as ''disco 
ear''. 
Now, some plastic surgeons 
claim their business is on the 
upswing because bf an alleged 
swing because of an alleged 
fondness for cocaine among a 
sizeable minority of disco en-
thusiasts. Billboard magazine 
claims that a number of plastic 
surgeons are encountering 
cases of what might be called 
"disco nose". Some coke snif-
fers are allegedly requiring 
plastic surgery to currect nasal 
problems caused by excessive 
use of the drug. . 
The latest medical problem to 
crop up stems from the growing 
popularity of disco roller-skat-
ing. One roller rink owner in 
Ottawa, recently found it neces-
sary to spend $2,500 on first aid 
equipment to treat cases of 
"disco butt", and other skat-
ing-related injuries. 
--.- .. -=-. ===========-----:=================================-_] 
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Big Mac attack 
Editor, 
regards to the feature 
in the January 23rd issue 
The Other Press concerning 
's and its degrading 
toward its employees; I 
commend you. McDo-
's is without a doubt one of 
most powerful franchises in 
around the world. Yet they 
to lack the capacity to 
a little gratitude to their 
loyees without whom they 
never have made it to 
ir present position as a 
lti-billion dollar corporation. 
Having been employed at 
J!nLuvu•,uu ' s (a fact which I am 
to divulge) I am fully 
of the talent that these 
have of exploiting the 
ng and helpless student, 
him merely a handful of 
after he has scrubbed 
the damn place "from bottom 
to top .'' 
McDonald's employees begin 
at a minimum wage in expecta-
tion of promised raises which 
never seem to come. I quit my 
job there as soon as I was on to 
their tactics. It was not until 
then that I became aware of just 
how manipulating those ''Gol-
den Arches'' could be . 
They actually have the auda-
city to lie to the public about the 
food value of their ''Big Mac''. 
They claim 100 per cent pure 
beef- well the animal does have 
a head that resembles a cow. 
However, they have pumped 
the poor creature full of hor-
mones of which the safetv or 
danger to -the human organism 
remains undetermined . 
However, we must give 
McDonald's some credit that 
they did in fact pay a pheno-
menal amount (the figures are 
not at my disposal) to have an 
extensive report made on the 
food value and overall value ot 
McDonald's. Strangely enough 
these reports never reached the 
public, but we 'do know that 
they did ce~se to emphasize 
their claims of nutritional value. 
All these things make it very 
hard on the average conscience 
to be employed by such a 
company. 
The least that they could do is 
pay their employees for this 
humiliation . They get isolation 
pay for working up north, so I 
think that the employees are 
most deserving of what I like to 
call ''humiliation pay .'' 
Smcerely 
AndreaMu 
Grass going to pot 
Dear Editor, 
The use of marijuana is a 
very popular issue these days. 
In addition to the regular 
articles on the subject in Rolling 
Circus and the like, the 
cover stories in Time and 
ru.!rn'Pr's, for instance, are an 
indication of what a major issue 
the use of marijuana has be-
come. 
Fortunately , the era in which 
governments assured us that 
smoking pot led inevitably to 
heroin addiction, among other 
ridiculous lies, is now past 
history. The government and 
interest groups involved are 
now treating the issue more 
realistically ; NORML has be-
come a respected lobby group 
rather than merely a group of 
outrageous radicals , and the 
government is no longer delib-
erately lying about dope. 
More than a decade of inten-
sive research into the physiol-
ogical effects of marijuana use 
have failed to produce any 
substantial evidence of toking 
being harmful, yet the govern-
ment continues to withold legal-
ization of marijuana use primar-
ily on the grounds that it may 
be physiological harmful. All of 
which seems a bit ridiculous 
when the adverse" effects of 
legal drugs such as alcohol 
well known. Perhaps the medi-
cal argument is only a red 
herring, perhaps the govern-
ment' s reluctance to relax it's 
stand on marijuana use is due 
to other reasons. 
If you are interested in these 
issues be sure to attend 
public forum on marijuana be-
ing held at Vancouver Commu-
nity College on Monday, Febru-
ary 12 . It's high time (no pun 
intended) that pot smokers 
stopped being treated as crim-
inals while politicians and pol-
ice get drunk regularly. 
Surrey council incompetent? 
Editor, 
The Surrey campus council at 
· last Friday council meet- · 
tried to initiate some 
finesse and almost had 
entire council impeached 
an extraordinary resolution 
a vote of non-confi-
that was initiated by ew 
tminster representative !-
Champagne, but' was re-
tracted later. 
The whole ''Surrey Scam'' 
was nothing more than a futile 
at manipulating the 
multi-campus council to accept 
their demands for what they felt 
was a more just form of 
economic distribution. 
The Surrey campus council 
felt that they paid ''x'' amount 
of dollars for each student at 
Surrey through student fees 
and should receive ''x'' amount 
of dollars back. 
This selfish attitude can do 
little for the s'maller campuses 
of Douglas College and exemp-
lifies the old situation of putting 
power in the hands of those who 
do not know how to use it. 
My advise to the Surrey 
campus council is to leave the 
intellectual side of policies a-
lone, as your first attempt 
clearly shows your incompe-
tence. 
The multi-campus council is a 
valuable instrument in the 
hands of those who are not too 
ambitious. 
As a campus council and a 
valuable asset to the students 
you represent, the council 
should not abuse the consis- Dear editor, 
tency for it will be a grave error. I truly hope you continue your 
The multi-campus council is new series 'Arenot; the Space 
here for the specific reason of Boy' . I find it truly mind 
facilitating the needs. of the expanding, uplifting, educa-
students you represent. The tiona! and closest to the altered 
multi-campus council also is not state of consciousness we call 
your enemy, but rather an Los Angeles. 
important process of exemplify- Besides, it's great. 
ing the nature of your students. 
Separation is not the answer 
but co-operation is. 
Kirk Ritchie 
New Westminster Rep 
Sincerely, 
Judy Smith 
Dennis Leung: 
There is some information 
that is quite hard to get. Overall 
it ' s good . 
Rob Johnson: 
I'm impressed because I 
meet alot of people. I'm new, 
just here from Toronto. It's 
pretty noisy-at times. 
Sandi Foster: 
I'm content with it. 
times the noise level gets a 
too rowdy. 
Teresa Mysura: 
I think it should be open on 
Saturdays more. I think the 
facilities are good enough for 
the size of the college. With 
respect to signing out books you 
can have them out as long 
you like . . 
Ihis page of the Other Press is reserved solely jor the 
purpo~e of correspondence and opinion. The views expressed 
on thzs page do not necessanly reflect those of this 
newspaper. 
All letters and opinions must be typed at a 60 stroke line. 
Do~b(e spaced a_nd_ bear the name of the wn'ter for reasons of 
valtd~ty. Submzsszons which are not signed will not be 
publtshed. Letters should be no more than 200 words in 
length, and opinion pieces. should either be 450 or 900 words 
irr length due to space and layout requirements. 
~e reserv_e the n'g,l!t to edit all letters and opinions for 
clanty and lzbel. Letters and opinions longer than specified 
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Natives threatened by uranium mines 
by jim Sinclazr 
Indians facing the threat of 
uranium mining on or near 
traditional territories around 
the world are rising to de-
nounce this destructive use of 
their land . 
Major area's where this op-
position is happening include 
British Columbia, Saskatche-
wan, Ontario , Northwest Terri-
tories , New Mexico and Aust-
ralia . Although there may be 
other area' s it is in these places 
where declarations of opposi-
tion have met company and 
government activities . 
The major theme running 
through the declarations is the 
desire by Indians to protect the 
earth and themselves and the 
reassertion of their aboriginal 
to decide what will happen 
them and their land . 
Here in British Columbia, led 
the Union of B.C. Indian 
, the Indian people of the 
have come out strongly 
ed to the development of 
in the province. 
B.C. Indians face the develop-
ment of three mines in the short 
term , one of which poses a 
direct threat to salmon in the 
Fraser River system . Salmon 
directly support SO Indian com-
munities along the river (see 
UBCIC special report) . Al-
though companies are actively 
exploring a planning the de-
velopment of the mines , no 
mines as yet are under con-
struction and no approvals have 
been granted . An inquiry has 
been called by the provincjal 
government and no doubt ln-
dian people will play a central 
role . 
In Saskatchewan Indian 
people are not so lucky. In 
Carswell, Northern Saskatche-
wan, the Dene . Indians are 
faced with the construction of 
the giant Amok uranium mine . 
Approval for this french com-
pany to go ahead has already 
been granted . 
The Dene are demanding 
that outstanding land claims 
issues be settled before the 
mine is constructed. A Carswell 
lake resident put it this way : 
"Since we are the heirs of 
this land through the people 
signed a treaty with the 
government of Canada , we 
every legal and moral 
to a Land Claims Settle-
Since we are the descen-
of the people who . lived 
hunted in this area for ovef 
thousand years, our 
go beyond any legal 
lation for a land claims 
with the Govern-
of Canada.'' 
The Dene are asking the 
churches for support. There has 
also been a support committee 
set up in Saskatoon to demand a 
halt to the development of the 
mtne . 
In Northern Ontario Indian 
from the Serpent River Band 
have already suffered the con-
sequences ofUranium mining. 
Located downstream from 
Elliot Lake operations of 
Dennison Mines and Rio Algom 
the band can no longer drink 
the water and fish are dead for 
SO miles in the surrounding 
river and lake system. 
However, as if this isn't 
enough damage , members of 
the Grand Indian Council 
Treaty Number Nine in North-
ern Ontario recently learned 
that a company was exploring 
for uranium in their area also. 
Immediately the local band 
councils of Winisk and Atta-
wapiskat called a meeting of the 
area bands. 
At that meeting all the chiefs 
spoke against uranium mining. 
Chief Emile Nakagee stated 
that he understood the dangers 
of uranium mining and that he 
did not want to see it come to 
the area. 
"We must come together as 
native people to prevent this 
exploration going too far which 
certainly, if they find what they 
are looking for, will destroy a 
lot of our way of life. " 
In other statements Chief 
Emile Nakagee reflected on the 
more basic conflict between 
Indian peoples view of the land 
and the mining corporations 
view of the land . 
''This is our life and it is also 
how we worship and serve our 
creator. We respect the land 
and our creator by taking care 
of his creations . This helps us to 
respect our life and respect our 
neighbours . I would like to see 
the native people go back to 
trapping hunting and fishing , 
especially our younger people, 
so that they may also respect 
the land they were born in. 
Many of our people today are 
trying to do this. We as elders 
should try our best to help them 
do this.' ' 
In Northern Canada, a major 
victory was won earlier this 
year by the Inuit of Baker Lake . 
After a ban on the exploration 
of uranium was lifted, the Inuit 
took the issue to the courts and 
had the ban re-instated. 
The case, supported by the 
local hunters and trappers as-
sociation and the Inuit Tapirisat 
of Canada, argued no explora-
tion should be allowed until 
claims are settled . 
Major fears of the Unuit with 
regard to uranium mining in-
clude the effect that exploration 
alone will have on the Cariboo 
herds . These herds are the 
basic staple of the Baker Lake 
Village. 
"When the Caribou are ser-
iously affected by mining activi-
ty ," ITC president Tagoona 
said, " it is the Inuit who will 
. pay the price, not the (mining) 
companies .' ' 
Tagoona has little faith now 
in the federal government to 
protect his people from the 
compames. 
" We were told for so many 
years that the federal govern-
ment was our protector, but 
now it seems they just can't 
wait to give our land away to 
the mining companies ." 
The injunction is still in effect 
but the mining companies, 
Cominco, Aquitine ( a subsi-
duary of Dennison) and Pan 
Ocean Oil to name a few 
remain ready to move, in search 
of uranium. 
Although it is in these areas 
of Canada that the conflict is 
open, other areas are sure to 
follow . Massive exploration 
campaigns are under way in the 
Yukon , Labrador and Nova 
Scotia. 
Millions of dollars are being 
spent in search of uranium and 
as long as the pnce remams 
high the search will continue. 
In United States the Battle-
field is in New Mexico where 
vast deposits of uramium are 
located. It is also the traditional 
territory of Puelbo and Navajo 
Indians. 
Large uranium mines already 
exist on some tribal territories 
and in some cases the Indians 
are receiving royalties from the 
mining companies . 
However, the recent an-
nouncement by Union Carbide 
that they wish to •develope 
another mine in the area, plus 
other recent revelations of 
deaths among Indian workers 
from lung cancer has changed 
things . 
Instead of allowing more 
mining on the territorial lands 
cording to Galarwuy Unupingu , 
chairperson of the Northern 
Land Council, the site of one of 
the proposed mines is sacred 
. aboriginal territory. 
the Pueblo and Navajo Indians 
have come out completely op-
possed. 
In announcing their opposit-
ion Ernest Lovato, executive 
director of Santa Domingo 
Pueblo said , " We are not 
oppossed to working with the 
non Indian society, but we are 
oppossed to the mindless de-
struction of our mother earth . 
Our people lived here for 
thousands of years in harmony 
with the earth. In less than SO 
years the vested, wealthy min-
ing corporations have 
destroyed and polluted the 
earth in a way that is hard to 
imagine .'' 
For the Navajo, it is much the 
same story. Exxon and Gulf Oil 
are both developing uranium 
mines on traditional territory of 
the Navajo. Forty-five per cent 
of the Navajo miners have died . 
as a result of prolonged expo-
sure to uranium radio-activity. 
(according to the National 
Indian Youth Council) . 
For the aboriginal peoples of 
Australia , the situation has 
reached a crisis. For over five 
years, they have battled against 
the development of uranium on 
their traditional territory. They 
are controlling what is esti-
mated at 7S per cent of the 
"free world's " uranium. Ac-
. "In the foot of the mountain, 
where the uranium is being 
found , the saying for thousands 
of years is that if anybody goes 
near that place , that a big snake 
will wme out and destroy 
living thing on the face of 
earth .'' 
" And sure . enough," Galar-
wuy says , "if you look at it in 
the technical term now, in the 
scientific term , I think you will 
find how true it is ." 
While the indigenous peoples 
opposition to uranium mining 
around the world is truly inter-
national , so are the companies 
developing it. It is no coinci-
dence that oboriginal people in 
australie are up against 
Noranda Mines , who is also 
wanting to mine uranium in 
B.C. 
Union Carbide, who is trying 
to develope a new mine in New 
Mexico against the people ' s 
wishes is also just outside 
Kelowna exploring away. 
Perhaps the National 
Youth Council said it best 
statement this October. 
'We recognize that our 
enemy is the Federal Govern-
ment and multi-national energy 
Corporations . We also recog-
nize that our struggle is an 
international struggle because 
out' enemy is a multi-national 
one . The same corporations 
which are exploiting the Abori-
ginal Peoples of Australia and 
the Indiginous Peoples of Nami-
bia, South-Western Africa, 
exploit Indian Peoples in 
Western Hemisphere . We will 
work with these Native People 
to fight against a common 
enemy to protect our land, way 
of life and future . ' . 
I NCO strike continues 
by Art Moses 
j;r Canadian University Press 
The continuing strike by 
1,700 workers against INCO 
has sparked unprece-
support across Canada 
Local 6500 of the United 
of America. 
The strike closed Canada's 
t mining operation Sept. 
, but the grim determination 
the miners and smelter 
represents an escala-
challenge to the power of 
ul ti · na tiona! corporations 
Canada's resources. 
Feelings of union solidarity 
in the weeks before 
1n~;trr1as , as wives of the 
organized giant parties , 
toys donated by unions 
Ontario and Sudbury 
ts. 
But there ' s no early settle-
likely from New York-
INCO, long the capitalist 
largest producer of 
The mineral is an 
alloy in steel-making , 
its use in aircraft and 
"""'""'""' manufacture makes it a 
trategic metal. 
Negotiations between com-
and union resumed in 
January 3, but the 
were still discussing only 
bon-rno:ner:a items . 
Since 1972 , INCO has slashed 
workforce in Sudbury from 
8,000 to less than 12,000 and 
major cuts at Thompson , 
and Port Colbourne, 
Meanwhile, the com-
bought a major battery 
in the U.S., and 
more than one billion 
Iars into new mines in 
p.u•uv:"c''""' and Guatemala, be-
growth in the nickel indus-
slowed after 1975. 
Then came the announce-
of layoffs in October, 
77_. !NCO chopped its work-
in Canada by more than 
,000 and forced thousands 
workers to accept demo-
into jobs where they often 
not use their particular 
The layoffs set the stage for 
978 contract talks . 
Holding a stockpile of nickel 
least six months above 
s_upply , INCO deman-
workers accept a one-uear 
freeze. After an unpre-
ented six-week summer 
the company's final 
in September was a wage 
amounting to 4 cents 
hour. 
The proposal emerged from 
eleventh hour meeting be-
INCO chairman J. Edwin 
and Ontario Premier 
lliam Davis . Ontario derives 
60 per cent of its mineral 
from the Sudbury Basin. 
!NCO's offer also included 
to alter and weaken 
power of union stewards in 
procedure, and con-
no improvements 10 
s pension . INCO pen-
are among the lowest in 
l'-'"·""''u.·, .. " heavy industry . They 
a top priority for the union 
wants to encou.r;-age older 
lwr,rlr,,.r., to retire early to en-
ce the job s ... ::urity of youn-
workers . 
Nickel industry analysts had 
predicted INCO would try to 
provoke a strike to force a 
reduction in its stockpile. They 
said that without a strike the 
company's heavy burden of 
debt for its third world projects 
would have forced more layoffs 
in Canada in 1979. 
" It 's ironic ," one analyst 
said. " But because of those 
debts INCO must cut produc-
tion from its most profitable 
operation (Sudbury) and in-
crease production from Indo-
nesia and Guatemala where 
profits will be low for some 
time. '' 
INCO chairman Carter denies 
the company wanted a strike . 
' 'A strike is economic warfare , 
and there are no winners or 
losers. " 
The youthful president of 
Local 6500 disagrees. 
"It ' s happening every-
where, " said 29-year-old Dave 
Patterson , elected president on 
a rank-and-file program in 
1976. ''Companies are trying to 
blackmail their workers into 
giving up what they had in the 
past. It's time somebody took a 
stand and it might as well be 
the workers in Sudbury. '' 
His call has apparently cap-
tured the imagination of labour 
groups elsewhere in Canada. 
After hearing Pattersor 
speak in November, delegate~ 
to the convention of the Britisl 
Columbia Federation of Labou 
voted to donate 23 tons of. 
herring to the. lNCO strikers. 
Members of the United Fish-
men and Allied Workers Union 
caught the fish and the 
International Woodworkers of 
America paid for the transpor-
tation. 
And in January, the local 
start~ sending strikers to other 
provmces. 
The need is overwhelming. 
Local6500 gets $360,000 a week 
from the Steel workers, Inter-
national strike fund in Pitts-
burgh. That works out to strike 
pay of $2 5 a week for single 
workers, $30 for married mem-
bers and $3 per dependent 
child. The local also needs 
more than $400,000 each month 
to pay the strikers medical 
insurance and life insurance 
premiums. That leaves a 
monthly deficit of more than 
$200,000 for Canada' s second 
largest union local , 
The mushrooming of support 
.has apparently impressed the 
leaders of Steel~orkers District· 
6 who were known to be 
lukewarm at first . District 6 
director Steward Cooke organ-
ized a $40,000 Christmas fund 
and a spokesman for Cooke 
applauded "the courage of the 
strikers in taking a stand 
against a multinational that 
doesn't think it ' s responsible to 
anyone." That statement came 
when he presented the money 
in Sudbury December 21. 
Combined with fund-raising 
and a car raffle by a citizens' 
strike support committee in 
Sudbury, the money allowed 
Local 6500 to give 'strikers an 
extra $5 per dependent child as 
a Christmas gift voucher. · 
Cooke caused some bitter-
ness in September when 
urged workers not to strike . 
was speaking in a 
telephone call to a 
from Atlantic City, New J 
where he was attending 
union 's international 
tion . Sudbury media 
used Cooke' s remarks 
courage a strike vote, and 
61 per cent majority was 
than expected . 
Then two days after the 
began former Ontario 
leader Stephen Lewis 
the strike ' sheer madness" . 
a newspaper column he accus 
Local 6500 leaders of '' 
·placed militancy'' and of, 
being ' 'Archie Bunkers of 
left.' ' 
The column provoked 
angry reaction from the 
bury area's three NDP 
cial legislators and federal 
for Nickel Belt, John 
In a clear reference to 
they criticized ' ' those 
would sneer at workers ' s 
gle and forget that many 
in the past have been 
fighting against seemingly 
surmountable odds . 
were backed by current 0 
NDP leader Michael Cassidy 
and delegates to the an 
convention of the Ontario Fed 
eration of Labour who 
Patterson. a standing 
and called unanimously for 
nationalization of INCO ''u 
democratic and public 
ship." 
Advisors to 
leader Ed. Broadbent .. · ......... 11 
urged he stay away from 
Sudbury strike, but on' Dec. 
he visited the picket lines 
donate a cheque for $1700 
members of the party caucus 
Ottawa ' ' to show we are 
' 'within ten minutes 
public relations was on 
phone to ask for a copy. '' 
he ''would have to do 
homework'' before he 
endorse nationalization. Cas 
sidy also equivocates on 
lSSUe. 
Until the 1960's, 
produced more than 90 per 
of the capitalist world's nickel. 
Since then, western . 
institutions and the U.S 
government have 
other producers to get into 
act. !NCO's market share 
dropped to about 33 per 
but it's Sudbury 
remain the largest 
cost single source of nickel 
the non-communist world. 
Local 6500 has been 
the movie ''Con troll 
Interest'' on the picket lines 
focus worker attention on 
problem of multinational 
potations having a strang! 
on the world 's resources . 
strike in Sudbury may reach 
turning point when INC 
workers in Thompson, Man 
decide what to do when · · 
contract expires February 2~. 
There are a few things I genuinely hate and then there are 
a great many things which annoy me to no end. When taken 
as a group, these annoyances seem to amount to the penalty I 
am paying for choosing to live in this manifestation of a 
higher level of civilization we call ' the lower mainland.' I 
suppose I could do like most of my fellow man · accept it · but 
I learned in Psych 100 that it is very bad to le_ave such things 
bottled up inside of me. Hence this column. 
I suppose most of the things which annoy me the most 
come via the electronic media, but I don ' t want to blame it all 
on the advertising men . They are only reflecting, or perhaps 
exaggerating, popular sentiment. One of the messages 
which I receive constantly · daily in fact · is the one which 
tells me it is going to give me a whole new way of living · a 
different way to look at life . I imagine you immediately think 
I am referring to Hare Krishna, J ehova ' s Witnesses, Social 
Credit, or any other of that vast number of organized 
religions which are constantly vying for the right to the 
untimate disposal of your immortal soul. You are wrong. I 
am referring to condominiums. Specifically, Andre Molnar 
condominiums. 
Don't get me wrong, as the man says. I happen to like the 
condominiums which Andre Molnar designs; he makes very 
nice condos , if you are into condos . Their name always hold 
such nice connotations : glade, glen, mews, common. 
, Borrowed from the English, so to speak. Besides the names, 
however, it is the audacious claims the PR men make about 
the effect such a habitat will have on your life which annoy 
me most. For the young, it seems to promise a 
disco-girl/boy , Keg & Cleaver, cute little shops in Gastown 
type of life-style, a Ia False Creek pseudo-intellectual. Know 
what I mean? No? 
If our culture has reached such a state of spiritual vacuity 
that a condominium becomes the symbol of the new man, we 
are doomed . Quite annoying. 
Does anyone over 16 years of age actually listen to CKLG . 
am radio? Come on, no one does, right? Listening to the 
radio is usually an act of volition, you say? Not so . Every 
day, I am subjected to a veritable barrage ot aural abuse by 
this station or one of its imitators. Surely the owners of the 
radios tuned to the station in question didn't know that they 
were tuned to CKLG? Some pre-pubescent . zit-rock/ disco-
freak 'snuck in while they were away and maliciously 
manipulated the tuning of their radio. 
Should I blame a radio station for playing songs which are 
constantly being requested by an eager, critical public 
composed of true music devotees? Songs with such 
wonderfully suggestive titles like 'Macho Man'. Perhaps 
not, but I can be angry at their insipid advertising which is an 
insult to my intelligence. What am I to think when a cute 
little voice comes on the air and tells me that a shopping 
centre holds out genuine feelings as to my welfare and 
general good health? Perhaps I am a c~nic , but I some-how 
doubt the sincerity of 'Who really loves you? ... do dah, do 
dah (disco beat) .. . Surrey Place loves you! 
Breezing through an unintelligible new number by that 
new disco-king, Rod Stewart, and on into that melodious 
masterpiece (or should that be malodorous?) named YMCA, 
yet another commercial message to interrupt r'ny Wa; this 
time from a used car dealer. This particular advertisement 
presents a scene wherein a man drives up to an exclusive 
Vancouver restaurant in his four-year-old domestic sedan 
and is sneered at, ridiculed and told to leave . Another wiser 
person drives up to the same establishment in his 'previously 
owned' (cute term that) car bought from the dealer 
sponsoring said ad . The car, an expensive foreign coupe · 
the only kind sold by this wonderful company· is the owner's 
ticket to 'acceptance . The owner of the restaurant coq1es out 
and invites the smart consumer into his eating 
establishment. Hmmmm... The ad-men, not content to 
use a hammer, drive their point home by way of telling the ' 
listener that 'they acknowledge that is it an unjust society we 
live in' but, you can overcome. yes , even take advantage of· 
this f~ct by buying one of their portable status symbols, thus 
ensunng yout; success . 
This is getting a bit much, I am bordering on the truth and 
it may hurt . Suffice to say that I have had my rant and the 
textbook was right · it does feel better. 
Post script dept. : 
I'm crushed . Hot item. iust off the wire · direct from 
<Canada's answer to People magazine, McLeans · Valdy has 
gone disco! I am not q~ite speechless. · 
That 'king of compost country' says that he has gone to 
folk-disco . It 's the end of an era, he claims . 'The hippie is 
dead .' Long live K .C. and the Sunshine Band! 
Irnay be bitter , but Valdy is philosophic. He says that the 
world is changing and he has to change in order to survive. 
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Southern violence rises again ... 
A1LANTA · GA. -- "We do not 
burn a cross but rather we light 
it to show that the Christian 
religion and the white race 
excludes darkness," the speak-
er declared. "This is a symbol 
that does not desecrate the 
cross but rather lights it up and 
shows that light expells darkn-
ess.'' 
Several hundred men, wom-
en and children were gathering 
in the furrows and stubble of 
what was once a bean patch in 
north central Alabama. To the 
front is a flat bed trailer where a 
half dozen speakers take turns 
addressing the crowd over the 
roar of a portable generator. 
About 100 yards to the rear is a 
30 foot high wooden cross 
wrapped in burlap and soaked 
in oil. The air this night in early 
October was cold enough but 
the words the men spoke add an 
almost electric chill: 
"Our children, even we ad-
ults, are being brainwashed day 
after day, in race-mixing chur-
ches that preach the false doct-
rine of racial equality, on tele-
vision where we see TV pro-
gram after TV program belittl-
ing the white man, building up 
the nigger race. In the schools 
they call it social studies where 
they teach black history. They 
call Martin Lucifer Coon the 
greatest living American.'' 
The Ku Klux Klan is back. 
Founded by Confederate vete-
rans of the Civil War in 1867 the 
Ku Klux - which comes from 
Greek word "kuklos" meaning 
circle -- feels its fortunes have 
come full circle after a decade 
of FBI infiltration and relative 
calm following the heyday of 
the Civil Rights movement. 
According to the Southern 
Christian Leadership Confer-
ence (SCLC), reports of increas-
ed Klan activity, rallies, and 
cross burnings began coming in 
over the summer and spring 
from Louisiana, Georgia, Missi-
ssippi, Michigan, Illinois and 
on military bases throughout 
the country. 
Klan cross burnings and 
intimidatil .1 shut down a voter 
registratio11 campaign in south-
eastern !.rkansas operated by 
the Voter Education Project. 
YEP officials in Atlanta have 
reportec an outbreak of Klan 
activity in the northern pan-
handle of Florida. 
''There 'are a lot of white 
people tired of being pushed 
around, starting to wake up," 
one man at an Alabama rally 
said bluntly. ''I'm white, aren't 
I,'' a woman answered when 
asked why she had come to the 
There'll never be 
another Vice President 
like Richard. 
Never. 
The President made that 
promise to himself last 
Thursday afternoon, after 
Richard blew an important 
new-business presentation. 
Today, with competition so 
rough and stakes so high, even 
the most generous company 
can't be patient for long with 
an employee whose effective-
ness ends at noon. 
Richard isn't incompetent. 
The villain is his-lunches, or 
rather the too-many drinks he 
often has at lunch. Come 
afternoon, he's just not as 
sharp as he was in the 
morning. 
Richard is playing dice 
with his health. His old-
fashioned business style is 
also sabotaging his career. 
If you're a friend, do 
Richard a favour by reminding 
him of the good sense of 
moderation. 
You can bet ·the man 
eyeing his job won't help 
him. 
rally. 
Throughout the summer 
black demonstrators and Klan-
smen have been exchanging 
threats and at times gunshots in 
Tupelo and Okolona Miss. 
On the first and second days 
of October, the Klan showed up 
in force at Cullman, Ala., about 
an hour's drive north of Bir-
mingham to stop a march of 
black demonstrators organized 
by the SCLC. The demonstra-
tors were attempting to march 
on the Cullman CoUJ;lty court-
house to prot~st the selection of 
an all-white jury to hear the 
trial of a black man accused of 
raping' a white woman. 
The man, 26-year-old Tommy 
Lee Hines, is retarded. The trial 
had begun in Decatur, Ala. but 
constant clashes between SCLC 
and .the K!an resulted in a 
change of venue to Cullman, 
about 35 miles to the south. · 
The Rev. R.B. Cottonreader 
is a project director for SCLC 
and has led protests over the 
trial in Decatur and Cullman, 
Ala. In early October he . led a 
march to the Cullman city limits 
where he was met by a much 
larger group of whites, Klans-
men among them and many of 
them heavily armed. "We have 
the same white folks we dealt 
with in the Sixties . We have the 
same racism," Cottonreader 
said. "The only difference is 
that in the Sixties the Klans-
men weren't robed. Now they 
are. 
The Klan is also flexing its 
muscles in Arkansas. Mrs. 
Mary Budd, of Crossett, Ark., 
is president of the local NAACP 
· chapter. The arrest of a Klans-
man last month for harrassing 
black school children at a 
highway school crossing touch-
ed off a wave of cross burning 
in Crossett and throughout the 
delta country of south-eastern 
Arkansas. As a result, the voter 
education campaign run by 
Mrs. Budd collapsed for fear of 
what the Klan might do next. 
"It was a disaster," she said. 
''Not right away, but people 
just gradually pulled out. They 
refused to be part of it, because 
we were told they just didn't 
want to get involved with the 
situation.'' 
For Bill Wilkinson, Imperial 
Wizard of the Invisible Empire 
of the Ku Klux Klan, this and 
other confrontations have won 
many new .members for his 
organization. "Look at the 
tremendous response we've 
had at the rallies,'' he said. ''At 
our first Decatur rally -- 5 ,000. 
Our second rally-- 11,000. Our 
march on the Cullman court-
house -- over 1,000 people 
inside of four hours, just by 
placing a sign on the grass." 
"Since spring and early sum-
mer of 1978 the Invisible Em-
pire has over doubled its mem-
bership nationwide. And I'd say 
a large proportion of that was 
in the South. There's no doubt 
in my mind that before '78 is 
out we will have tripled, and if 
things keep accelerating at the 
rate they are, we may quad-
ruple our strength.'' 
An official at the Atlanta 
office of the FBI 
information about expansion of 
the Klan's membership. 
Resurgence of Klan rallies 
and membership has puzzled 
many political observers, but 
Bob Hall, editor of Southern 
Exposure magazine in Chapel 
Hill, N.C., doesn't find it 
surprising at all. 
"It's been a relatively short 
period of time that revulsion 
existed in the South or even 
nationally against the Klan or 
against lynching," he pointed 
out. 
"With a shrinking economy, 
with suspicion of public officials 
and with a general frustration 
at trying to make ends meet, 
people look for scapegoats. We 
had a period when blacks were 
not allowed to be used as 
scapegoats. Now that time 
seems to be over. 
Cullman County, Alabama is 
unlike most counties of the 
Southern blackbelt. It's 60,000 
residents are virtually all white . 
The land wasn ' t right for cotton 
in the last century, so there 
were few slaves . Neither was 
there much Klan activity or, in 
the last decade , an active Civil 
Rights movement. 
But 77 -year-old William Mat-
thew Boyd, the grandson 
slaves, remembers a sign which 
he says once decorated the 
Cullman City limits: "Nigger, 
Read and Run. If You Can 
Read, Run Anyhow." 
William Boyd lives in the 
only black residential commu-
nity of the entire county, seven 
square miles of rolling hills and 
dirt roads to the southwest 
called "The Colony." The 
children of the Colony attend a 
daycare facility at the Colony's 
community center. 
''I think people are just 
of sitting back and looking 
it,'' center director Joyce Watts 
said. "I don't sense any 
fear. The black people 
disappointed because 
we don't like to see this kind 
thing. Hopefully it will end 
soon. But as of yet I don't 
it has produced any fear.'' 
At a Klan rally 
Cullman and Hanceville, 
year-old high school junior 
Birmingham appeared nervous 
as he addressed the crowd. 
was there to ask Klan 
for a youth group he and 
had formed at his 60 ...... ,.r,..,,., 
black high school. 
"You could say, maybe, we' 
re working close with 
Klan~" he admitted. "I 
the things we learned in 
class about the '"'~r ... rn 
Court's old separate but 
ruling. I believe that 
should go to their own :o.uJtuu''"' 
and that whites should go 
their own schools and be able 
stay away from the blacks 
they want to.'' 
As the rally drew to an 
about 40 Klansmen in 
regalia took up positions arou 
the cross with flaming torches 
They saluted the burlap-wrap 
ed cross and marched in 
ignite it at the base. Thirty 
of flame into the 
Alabama 
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... in form of hooded henchman 
By Boyd Lewis 
Pacific News Service 
OKOLONA, MISS. ·· When the 
Ku Klux Klan resurfaced in its 
bedsheet battle regalia in this 
northeastern Mississippi farm-
ing community last spring, a 
militant new breed of black civil 
rights leaders discarded the 
non-violent tactics of Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and began 
returning bullet for bullet. 
Scores of shooting incidents 
nd beatings involving both 
and whites have flared in 
Okolona since last February, 
when marches, rallies and boy-
cotts of merchants and the local 
high school were called to 
protect charges of police bruta-
lity and job discrimination. 
Marches organized last sum-
mer by a relatively new move-
ment group called the United 
League of Mississippi were 
followed or confronted by Klan 
rallies. In Tupelo, 20 miles to 
the north, both sides, heavily 
armed, actually marched from 
opposing sides of a downtown 
street into one another without 
incident at a Labor Day confron-
tation. 
In Okolona though, a siege 
mentality is as real as the metal 
fence around Okolona High 
School, closed and locked each 
school Jay to keep the gun-
bearing Klansmen and United 
Leaguers off campus. 
"If any person ftres upon us, 
aren't going to tuck our tails 
and run," says the aptly named 
Dr. Howard Gunn, Okolona 
organizer for the United 
League. "We're going to reta-
liate with every available re-
source we have. If any person 
ever fires upon any black 
person in this community, we'· 
re going to blow their doggone 
head off.'' 
Dr. Gunn made that state-
ment the night of Oct. 18 at a 
rural church some 10 miles 
south of Okolona after a carload 
of whites had ftred on Donald 
Pack, a black bricklayer and 
Leon Lowery, a black filling 
station operator, on U.S. High-
way 45. The 100 or so persons 
who had gathered to hear a 
progress report on the school 
boycott knew Dr. Gunn was not 
engaged in mere rhetorical 
flourish. 
Only a few weeks earlier he 
was in his station wagon with 
and friends when a group of 
opened ftre with 
shotguns and pistols. Dr. Gunn 
fired back and an estimated 100 
rounds were exchanged. Mira-
culously, there was only one 
casualty, a white teenager 
treated and released at the 
county hospital. 
Dr. Gunn, a minister, said a 
pattern has emerged in recent 
months of Klansmen following 
League demonstrators wher-
ever they appear. Similar Klan 
tactics were reported this fall at 
Cullman, Ala. where rallies 
were staged for Tommy Lee 
Hines, a retarded black man on 
trial before an all white jury for 
the alleged rape of a white 
woman. 
Skip Robinson, the director of 
the United League of Missi-
ssippi, believes these clashes 
are signaling the end of the 
nonviolent civil rights move-
ment. "We still believe very 
deeply in what Dr. King meant 
when he said that love and 
understanding can overcome 
hate and killing. But we don't 
feel he meant that we should be 
cowards. 
''If the Klan moves into my 
neighborhood and shoots at my 
neighbor, shoots into my house, 
I'm not going to fall on my 
knees and say '0 Lord, stop 
him.' God stops man through 
man. 
''If the Klan shoots into my 
home, if I do anything I'm 
going to say '0 Lord, help me to 
aim straight." 
Skip Robinson is seen as the 
outside agitator in Okolona.and 
Doctor Gunn is perceived as a 
malcontent by many of the 
town's whites, especially the 
merchants who have been suf-
fering significant economic 
damage as a result of the black 
boycott. 
"The press, even reporters 
from the ''Tupelo Daily 
Journal,'' or the' 'Jackson Clar-
ion Ledger'' are roundly despis-
ed in Okolona for covering the 
troubles of the community. 
Okolona's weekly newspaper 
''The Messenger,'' carried only 
official statements, curfew an-
nouncements and court deci-
sions. Like most white Okolo-
nans the paper's editor refused 
to be interviewed. 
One resident who would talk 
was Rev. Claude Johnson, past 
-or of the town's First United 
Methodist Church. The church 
stands between the genteel, 
peeling, turn-of-the-century 
business district and the gaudy 
neo-Tara mansion constructed 
by Mayor Richard Stovall. A 
large black circle marks the site 
of a Klan cross burning on the 
church's front lawn. 
Rev. Johnson 's church is 
about the only middle ground 
for blacks and whites in Okolo-
na. Each Sunday afternoon, 
Rev. Johnson convenes a gene-
ralized prayer meeting , group 
therapy session, and gospel 
sing. At first only whites at-
tended, said Rev. Johnson, so 
an announcement was placed in 
''The Messenger'' and by the 
third meeting, blacks had be-
gun to meet in the white 
church, something that had 
never happened before. 
But with the arrival of 
another Mississippi spring, 
people and their ever-present 
guns will be on the streets and 
in the tucked away rural town-
ships again. the United League 
has selected Okolona and Tu-
pelo as showcase communities 
for what it hopes to be a revit-
alization of the civil rights 
movement in Mississippi. 
Come spring, it could be a 
matter of time and trajectory 
before race hatred turns to race 
war and begins killing people in 
the South once more. 
THESE ARE THE ARMIES 
OF THE NIGHT. 
They are 100.000 strong. They outnumber th.e cops 
five to one. They could run New York C1ty. 
Tonight they're all out to get the Warriors. 
Paramount Pictures Presents A Lawrence Gordon Production 
"THE WARRIORS" Executive Producer Frank Marshall Based 
Upon the Novel by Sol Yunck Screenplay by David Shaber 
and 'M!Iter H1ll Produced by Lawrence Gordon Directed by 
Walter Hill j:ft:j 
~ • I ,\\:. ! 
. - ..::::- ·. 
NOW AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
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norts spews 
The Douglas College athletic 
program is back in full swing 
again this semester. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Both the men's and women's 
volleyball teams have made an 
impressive start to their sea-
sons . Their records to date are 
as follows : 
MEN 
Douglas 3 .. . Camorun 2 
Douglas 3 ... Capitano 2 
Douglas 3 . .. Royal Roads 0 
Douglas 3 . . . B.C.I.T. 1 
Douglas 3 .. . Camorun 0 
Douglas 0 .. . V.C.C. 3 
Douglas 2 . .. Royal Road 3 
WOMEN 
Douglas 3 ... Capilano 0 
Douglas 3 ... B.C.I.T. 0 
Douglas 2 .. . V.C.C. 3 
On the basis of these perfor-
mances V.C.C. are obviously 
the teams to "beat. Douglas lost 
Ernployanent 
Personnel from the Ministry of 
Labour will be on campus at: 
Douglas College Surrey, 
Cafeteria on: 
FEBRUARY 8, 1979 
Douglas College New West., 
Cafeteria on: 
FEBRUARY 9, 1979 ... 
to accept applications for 
summer employment with the 
provincial government under the 
Provincial Youth Employment 
Program. 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Labour 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS 
both men 's and women's 
matches to V.C.C. but all the 
games were close and things 
could go the other way the next 
time these teams meet. 
The top two teams in men's 
and women 's play proceed to 
the Western Canadian cham-
pionships, and the top two 
teams in men 's and women's 
play at the Western Canadians 
proceed to the National cham-
pionships in Montreal. From all 
accounts Douglas stands a very 
good chance to go all the way. 
BASKETBALL 
In basketball action Douglas 
had a successful weekend a-
gainst Selkirk College February 
2 and 3. In women's play 
Douglas defeated Selkirk 44- 33 
and 47 - 36. 
Carol Homewood and Cindy 
mains were particqlarly i~-
pressive for Douglas , scoring 27 
points and 19 points respec-
tively . 
This is a much improved 
team since Mike Dendys took 
over the coaching responsibil-
ities . They defeated the Eldora-
does 58- 40 in Women's Senior 
B play last Thursday, and on 
January 27 and 28 lost by 2 
points and 10 points to the very 
strong Caribou College team in 
Kamloops. 
In-men's play last weekend 
Douglas had little difficulty in 
defeating Selkirk College 77 -
54 and 76 - 73. 
College coach Doug Wood-
ward used all his players in 
both games, and although Sel-
kirk came close in the second 
game, the end result was never 
really in any doubt . 
In Kamloops Douglas wen 
down 78 - 70 and 84 - 68 
Caribou College in two 
and entertaining games. 
Both teams travel to 
George next weekend for 
games against the College 
New Caledonia. 
WRESTLING 
The college wrestling team · 
in training preparing for 
ticipation in the Royal 
and Western Washington 
Invitational tournaments in 
March. 
!WGBY 
The rugby season was sche-
duled to commence on January 
20th with games every Saturday 
until April 27th . However, due 
to poor weather condition all 
parks were closed down and 
consequently all games have 
been cancelled the last two 
weekends . If the weather im-
proves play will hopefully re-
sume this weekend with Doug-
las taking on Burnaby at 
Queens Park in 3 matches 
11 :30 am, 1 pm and 2:30pm. 
Due to the closing of 
fields , the teams are practising 
indoors in the Howay Elemen-
tary School gym on Mondays 
and Wednesdays from 6:30pm 
to 8:30 pm . Any new college 
students are still welcome. 
Abick 
shot 
When you're drinking 
tequila, Sauza's the shot 
that counts_ That's why more 
and more people are asking 
for it by name. 
TEQUILA SAUZA 
Number One in Mexico. 
Number One in Canada. 
February 6, 1979 
FREE 
Public Legal Education Class 
Tenants Rights 
Learn about the Residential 
Tenancy Act 
evictions: security deposits: 
rent increases 
Monday February 19th. 7:30p.m. 
New West Public Library. 
716-6th. Ave, New West. 
The Other Press 
RECREATION INSTRUCTORS 
Instructors required to teach 
beginners gymnastics and disco 
dancing. Location: Surrey; 
Wages: TBA; Hours: Begin-
ners gymnastics: Mondays 
5-6:30 pm; Disco dancing: 
Thursdays 6-5 30 pm. 
student 
placement 
call 
521-4851 
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JUNIOR FIELD ASSISTANTS inspections to preserve and 
A Vancouver firm is looking manage the faunal, floral, abi-
for 4 to 6 people (experiences otic and historic features of the 
but willing to train 1 to 2 people part; assists in taking im-
looking for experience). Loca- mediate emergency action in 
tion: Yukon Territories; Quali- the event of fire, flood, wind-
fications: must have lst or 2nd storm, soil and rock slippage; 
year geology courses; Hours: participates as a member of a 
summer employment: May to search and rescue team in such 
August or October; Wages: operations as mountain or 
TBA, depends on experience. water rescue, location of lost 
persons in wilderness areaO 
CLERK/TYPIST assists with a public relations 
and information program and 
A person is needed for photo- the enforcement of the National 
copying, typing, colating of Parks Act and Regulations. 
documents. Qualifications : Candidates must have: com-
Type 55 wpm; Location: Rich- pletion of two years post-secon-
mond; Hours: 15/wk; Wages: dary education in resource 
CHILDCARE COUNSELLORS $4.50/hr. management or the the 
The job involves working and sciences towards completion of 
supervising juvenile delinquent SUMMER EMPLOYMENT technical certification or a bach-
and/or juveniles with beha- Position: Seasonal Park elors degree, possession of a 
vioural or emotional problems. Warden valid driver's licence also re-
Qualifications: CCW and CSW Under the supervision of quired. Experience in other 
Certificate; Location: Rich- eprmanent staff in the resource related areas of this field is 
mood; Hours: Full-time; • conservation activity, partici- necessary. 
Wages: $700/month. pates in field surveys and 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Position: Park Interpreters 
Students required to partici-
pate in the operation of the Park 
Interpreter Program. Success-
ful applicants will assist park 
visitors in understanding and 
appreciating Canada's National 
Parks. Students will participate 
in programs which interpret the 
natural and human history of 
National Parks. 
To qualify candidates must 
have: Two years post-secon-
dary education with a minimum 
of eight relevant courses in 
biological sciences, earth 
sciences or social sciences. 
Experiences in the communica-
tion arts. Possession of a valid 
driver's licence . Knowledge of 
the English language is es-
sential to the position . 
BABYSITIER 
A reliable student is required 
to look after 2 children for a 
working mother. Location: 
Surrey; Hours: Evenings from 
5 pm to !:'30 am or 2:30am. 
STUDENT ASSIST ANT 
Student required to perform 
general library duties. Loca-
tion: Coquitlam; Wages: 
$3.50/hr; Hours: TBA. 
STUDENT ASSISTANT 
Student assistant required by 
the Basic Employment Skills 
Training Program to make 
calls, do typing, run errands, 
etc. Location: Maple Ridge; 
Wages: $3.50- !3.00 per hour; 
Hours: Maximum of 15 hours 
per week. 
JANITORIAL SUPERVISOR 
On September 8, Graham Gauntlett lit up a 
Colts. Paused. And reflected on the computer 
room-mate-match-up-slip that informed him 
Student is required who is 
interested in supervising men-
tally retarded adults who carry 
out janitorial duties. Successful 
applicant must have experience 
in working a scrubbing machine 
and have some interest in 
working with the mentally 
retarded. Location: Van-
couver; Wages: 4.67 per 
hour. 
he would be rooming with a C.J. Bright. 
Colts. A great break. done at my house ll'i~··"~'" Sundbeig 941-77 82 . 
Enjoy them an~yt~im~e~. --~-------_j~~ia&a~~llillllllj~~ 
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